Delta Module Two Reading List

The reading list below is not exhaustive, nor is it intended to recommend any of the individual titles listed. Instead it is a selection of titles on topics included on the Delta Module Two syllabus (e.g. grammar analysis). The reader should choose from the resources listed on a particular topic rather than attempt to read them all. Cambridge English Language Assessment is unable to give advice on which titles to select or on additional and alternative titles.

For advice on alternative titles and for titles on particular specialisms (e.g. Younger Learners), please refer to the centre at which you follow a Delta Module Two course.

You will also find a variety of language/teaching/learning issues discussed and a variety of more practical ideas in the following journals:

- ELT Journal (ELTJ)
- English Teaching Professional (ETP)
- Modern English Teacher (MET)
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(Both of the titles above are published together as the Longman Contemporary Grammar)
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